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Cognitive training aimingat improving learning is often successful, butwhat exactly underlies theobserved improvements andhow these
differ across the age spectrum are currently unknown. Here we asked whether learning in young and older people may reflect enhanced
ability to integrate information required to perform a cognitive task or whether itmay instead reflect the ability to inhibit task-irrelevant
information for successful task performance.We trained 30 young and 30 aging humanparticipants on anumerosity discrimination task
known to engage the parietal cortex and in which cue-integration and inhibitory abilities can be distinguished.We coupled training with
parietal, motor, or sham transcranial random noise stimulation, known for modulating neural activity. Numerosity discrimination
improved after training andwasmaintained long term, especially in the training parietal stimulation group, regardless of age. Despite
the quantitatively similar improvement in the two age groups, the content of learning differed remarkably: aging participants improved
more in inhibitory abilities, whereas younger subjects improved in cue-integration abilities. Moreover, differences in the content of
learning were reflected in different transfer effects to untrained but related abilities: in the younger group, improvements in cue integra-
tionparalleled improvements in continuousquantity (time and space),whereas in the elderly group, improvements innumerosity-based
inhibitory abilities generalized to other measures of inhibition and corresponded to a decline in space discrimination, possibly because
conflicting learning resources are used in numerosity and continuous quantity processing. These results indicate that training can
enhance different, age-dependent cognitive processes and highlight the importance of identifying the exact processes underlying learn-
ing for effective training programs.
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Introduction
Training programs aimed at improving learning of a cognitive
ability have often proven successful in aging participants (Ball et
al., 2002; Buitenweg et al., 2012; Anguera et al., 2013; Zimerman
et al., 2013), but what exactly underlies the observed improve-
ments and how these differ across the age spectrum are currently
unknown. For instance, learning may reflect an enhancement in
the ability to integrate information, for example, coming from
different visual cues, or instead it may indicate improved ability
to suppress task-irrelevant information. The distinction between
cue-integration and inhibitory abilities is well known in classical
studies of perception (Gottwald and Garner, 1972; Pomerantz
and Pristach, 1989), showing that these abilities are distinct in
development (Siegel, 1968; Shepp and Barrett, 1991) and aging
(Roudaia et al., 2011).
Understanding the exact cognitive processes underlying
learning is important because it may help to optimize training
protocols and shape them according to specific learners (e.g.,
depending on their age) or training purposes. However, most of
the previous training programs do not distinguish between dif-
ferent learning processes, and moreover training-related changes
may not be substantial enough to allow detailed analyses of the
underlying processes (Lee et al., 2012). One way to assist the
cortical changes that support learning of a particular cognitive
ability is by means of brain stimulation, such as transcranial ran-
dom noise stimulation (tRNS), known to facilitate brain plastic-
ity (Terney et al., 2008; Fertonani et al., 2011).
Here we combined cognitive training and tRNS in young and
aging participants to measure whether learning (1) reflects en-
hanced cue integration or inhibition, (2) may be age dependent,
or (3) is modulated by the type of cognitive training received (i.e.,
training only or combined with brain stimulation to parietal vs
motor regions) and whether (4) cue integration or inhibition
may differently affect other untrained but related continuous
quantity abilities, such as time and space processing (Walsh,
2003), or inhibitory abilities in general. We trained participants
on an established, parietal lobe-based measure of “number acu-
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ity,” i.e., the ability to judge the more numerous of two sets (Pi-
azza et al., 2004; Cantlon et al., 2006; Halberda et al., 2008). We
exploited the fact that stimulus numerosity inevitably correlates
either positively with their cumulative area (congruent trials) or,
if that is controlled, then negatively with their local size (incon-
gruent trials) (Hurewitz et al., 2006; Gebuis and Reynvoet, 2012;
Gilmore et al., 2013; Cappelletti et al., 2014). Although congruent
numerosity trials require integrating information from distinct
but concurrent visual cues (cue-integration abilities), uniquely
incongruent numerosity trials require such integration alongside
suppression of conflicting stimulus size cues (inhibitory abilities).
We reasoned that, if brain stimulation coupled with training boosts
different types of learning, differences in cue-integration versus in-
hibitory abilities may be observable, and this difference may be
amplified by age, because inhibitory abilities tend to be poorer in
aging participants (Hasher et al., 2007). Boosting numerosity or
inhibitory abilities may also transfer onto other untrained pro-
cesses or it may instead interfere with them if learning enhances
conflicting resources for numerosity and these other processes.
Materials andMethods
Participants
Sixty right-handed human participants with normal or corrected-to-
normal vision gave written consent and were paid to participate in our
double-blind study, which was approved by the local ethics committee.
Subjects were recruited according to exclusion criteria approved by the
local ethics committee, which were the same as those used for transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation studies. Participants were divided into two
equal groups based on their age: (1) young participants (n  30; mean
age, 24.4 years; range, 19 –35 years; 12 males); and (2) older participants
(n 30; mean age, 65.5 years; range, 60 –73 years; 13 males). Some data
on young participants have been described previously (Cappelletti et al.,
2013), but a novel and previously unreported series of analyses of these
data are described here.
Participants in each age group were further divided in three subgroups
depending on the type of stimulation received. In the main condition,
younger and older participants underwent training on the numerosity
discrimination task for 5 consecutive days while they received tRNS to
parietal regions (parietal tRNS training group, overall n 20; Fig. 1A).
Results from this condition were compared against two control groups.
In one of the control groups, young and older participants received no
stimulation (sham) to the parietal regions during training (i.e., training-
only group, overall n 20). This control condition served as a baseline to
evaluate effects of tRNS on training. In a second control group, tRNS was
delivered over the bilateral motor cortex during training in both age
groups (motor tRNS training, overall n 20). This control condition
allowed us to test whether any training-induced effect was area specific or
occurred regardless of which brain area was stimulated.
Across the three stimulation groups, subjects within each age group
were overall matched for gender (older, X(1)
2  1.2, p  0.27; younger:
X(1)
2  0.13, p 0.7), age (older, F(2,29) 0.9, p 0.4; younger, F(2,29)
0.33, p 0.72), general education (older, F(2,29) 1.3, p 0.28; younger,
F(2,29)  0.12, p  0.89), and mathematical education (older, F(2,29) 
Figure1. The training paradigmand the tasks used.A, All participantswere trained for 5 consecutive days, i.e., days 2 to 6,with a numerosity discrimination taskwhile they received shamor real
transcranial random noise stimulation (tRNS) to the parietal or motor areas (Training Only, Parietal tRNSTraining, Motor tRNSTraining). B, Before the training (Day 1, Pre-training), all
participantswere also testedwith tasks assessing continuous quantity (time and space discrimination), inhibitory abilities, aswell as attention, visual pattern recognition, and arithmetic. The same
cognitive taskswere repeated at the end of the training (Day 7, Post-training) to test for any training-induced changes in performance. Possible long-termeffects of trainingwere tested at 16weeks
after training in participants who received parietal stimulation and training, and training only. C, The numerosity discrimination task used for training (with black and white dot stimuli for the
purpose of the figure) allows distinguishing between congruent and incongruent numerosity trials. L, Left; R, right.
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0.16, p 0.85; younger, F(2,29) 2.2, p 0.14). Information on partic-
ipants’ education and mathematical education, the latter corresponding
to the number of years during which participants formally learned math-
ematics at school, was collected to assess the possible influence of these
factors on performance in the numerosity discrimination task.
Stimulation design
Following a standard procedure (Terney et al., 2008), tRNS was delivered
by a battery-driven electrical stimulator (Version DC-Stimulator-Plus;
NeuroConn) through two conductive rubber electrodes (size, 7 5 cm),
covered with conductive gel and saline solution and positioned over the
subject’s scalp. On the basis of the standard 10 –20 EEG procedure, the
electrodes were positioned on the target areas corresponding to parietal
(P3 and P4) or motor (C3 and C4 ) regions (Fig. 1A). The parietal and
motor tRNS  training groups were stimulated with a random noise
mode for 20 min with a fade in/out period of 20 s, a current strength of
1000 A, and a frequency of alternating current randomly selected from
0.1 to 640 Hz, a safe intensity in healthy volunteers (Ambrus et al., 2010;
Fertonani et al., 2011). The same parameters were used for the training-
only (sham) group, but the stimulation consisted only of the fade in/out
period (i.e., 40 s in total); although participants in this group did not
receive full stimulation during training, they maintained the same setting
as the participants in the other groups as if they were receiving stimula-
tion (Ambrus et al., 2010; Fertonani et al., 2011). During the whole time
course of the study, participants were not told whether they received real
or sham stimulation, similar to other reported studies (Terney et al.,
2008; Fertonani et al., 2011; Mulquiney et al., 2011; Cappelletti et al.,
2013). Participants reported no discomfort or unusual sensation on their
scalp.
Experimental design
All participants in all groups were trained for 1 h for 5 consecutive days
(days 2– 6) with the numerosity discrimination task (Fig. 1A, Training).
In the tRNS  training group, this cognitive training coincided with
parietal or motor stimulation. Before (Pre-training, Day 1) and after
(Post-training, Day 7) the training, all participants were also tested with
a series of tasks to assess quantity-based (time and space discrimination),
inhibitory, and arithmetic abilities, as well as attention and visual pattern
recognition (Fig. 1B). Participants in the parietal tRNS  training and
training-only conditions were also tested 16 weeks after training to
assess any long-term effect of training and stimulation.
Stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled using the
Cogent Graphics toolbox (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/Cogent) and
MATLAB 7.11 software on a Sony PCG laptop computer with video
mode of 640  480 pixels and 60 Hz refresh rate. During all testing
sessions, participants sat in a quiet room under dimmed room lighting at
a viewing distance of 57 cm from the monitor.
Training task: numerosity discrimination. For each training day, as well
as before training, after training, and at follow-up, a parametrically de-
signed task was used, which required participants to discriminate the
numerosity of two sets of dot stimuli and measured in terms of Weber
fraction (wf; Halberda et al., 2008, 2012). A series of intermixed yellow
and blue dots were each presented for 200 ms to participants who were
instructed to make an unspeeded answer indicating which set contained
more dots and were provided with feedback (Fig. 1A). At least 40 practice
trials not included in the analysis were given to participants to familiarize
them with the task. Each display contained 5–16 dots for each color such
that the ratios between the larger and the smaller number of dots were
2:1, 4:3, 6:5, 8:7, 9:8, and 10:9. There were 40 trials for each of the easiest
ratios (2:1 and 4:3), and 120 for each of the more difficult ratios (6:5, 8:7,
9:8, and 10:9), for a total of 560 trials presented in 10 blocks.
Based on an established design (Cappelletti et al., 2013, 2014), for each
ratio, there was an equal number of randomly presented trials requiring
either to integrate distinct but concurrent visual cues (congruent trials)
or to suppress task-irrelevant information (incongruent trials). Congru-
ent trials were those in which the most numerous set could be identified
by judging quantitative changes in terms of number of dots (numerosity)
or the total cumulative area covered by the dot stimuli, because these
factors correlated. Correlation of numerosity and area was obtained by
equalizing the average diameter of the dots in the larger set to the average
diameter of the dots in the smaller set, such that in these congruent trials
the cumulative area of the larger set was always larger than the cumulative
area of the smaller one. The diameter of a dot ranged approximately
between 0.57 and 1.17° of visual angle from a distance of 57 cm, with the
average diameter being 0.87°. In contrast, incongruent numerosity trials
were those in which the most numerous set consisted of dot stimuli with
the smaller diameter, such that identifying this set required using an
inhibitory strategy, i.e., ignore the fewer but larger and more salient dot
stimuli belonging to the least numerous set (Fig. 1C). In these trials, the
average diameter of the larger set (ranging from0.57 and 1.17° of visual
angle, i.e., 0.87° of visual angle 35%) was smaller than the average
diameter of the smaller set (ranging from approximately 35% of the
average diameter of the smaller set itself). The average diameter of the
smaller set was selected so that the cumulative area of the two sets was
equal. Although we cannot exclude that numerosity judgments may be
based on a variety of strategies, cue integration and inhibition are
thought to be commonly used (Gebuis et al., 2010; Gebuis and Reyvoet,
2012; Gilmore et al., 2013; Szu˝cs et al., 2013; Cappelletti et al., 2014).
Pretraining and posttraining tasks. We have explored previously
whether training of numerosity discrimination may transfer to other
types of quantity judgments and found that, in young participants, im-
proved numerosity discrimination corresponded to improved perfor-
mance in time and space processing (Cappelletti et al., 2013), reinforcing
the idea that number, time, and space share common processes relying
on parietal regions (Walsh, 2003; Bueti and Walsh, 2009; Cantlon et al.,
2009; Cantlon, 2012). Here we aimed to test a new series of hypotheses,
specifically whether such transfer may be influenced by any specific im-
provement in numerosity-based cue integration or inhibition, whether it
may also concern untrained tasks probing inhibitory abilities, and
whether transfer effects may be modulated by age.
As done previously (Cappelletti et al., 2013), time and space processing
was assessed with an established two-choice discrimination paradigm tested
formerly in young and elderly healthy participants and in neurological pop-
ulations (Cappelletti et al., 2009, 2011; Lambrechts et al., 2013). Participants
compared visual stimuli along the dimension of time or the orthogonal
dimension of length. Stimuli were two horizontal white lines (0.17° thick-
ness) centered on the vertical meridian on a black background and presented
sequentially one line 5.07° above the horizontal meridian and the other 5.07°
below in random order (Fig. 1B). One line stimulus (the reference) was fixed
(length of 10.2° and duration of 600 ms), whereas the other line (the test)
could vary according to the method of constant stimuli in either length or
duration, depending on the dimension to be judged (the irrelevant dimen-
sion always matched the reference). For each dimension, the ratio between
the smaller and the larger stimulus could vary unpredictably over five levels
(steps of 0.257° for length and 40 ms for time) with equal frequency: 1.06,
1.13, 1.2, 1.27, and 1.34 for time and 1.025, 1.05, 1.075, 1.10, and 1.125 for
length. For each task, there were 200 observations presented in one block that
contained 40 observations for each level of the test stimulus. Time and space
tasks were run independently, with task order counterbalanced across par-
ticipants and training sessions (before and after training) to avoid order
effects.
Each trial began with a centrally displayed fixation point (0.17° diam-
eter) that remained visible until a key press from the participant and was
immediately followed by the reference line, then by the test line and an
interstimulus interval of 100 ms. The screen then remained blank with
the central fixation point until a response from the subject. The next trial
immediately followed the response. In each task, participants made un-
speeded responses by pressing either the up or down cursor arrow keys of
the computer keyboard if either the upper or the lower line appeared the
longest, in either duration or spatial extent. Correct answers were equally
assigned to the up or down keys in each task. For each task, before the first
experimental block, participants performed at least 20 practice trials that
were not included in analysis.
Inhibitory abilities were measured with three well established tasks:
the Stroop (word and number Stroop; Stroop, 1935; Henik and Tzelgov,
1982), a component of the attention network task (ANT; Fan et al., 2002),
and the Navon task (Navon, 1977; Romei et al., 2011; tested in older
participants only; Fig. 1B). Some of these tasks allowed us to also examine
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whether any stimulation effect may stretch over other more general abil-
ities, such as attention or recognition of visual patterns. The latter was
assessed with the Navon task in older participants and with a face sequen-
tial matching task (Pitcher et al., 2009) in younger participants. We used
different tasks to probe visual pattern recognition in the two age groups
because the Navon task may be a more sensitive paradigm to detect
possible deficiencies in pattern recognition in the aging participants
compared with face recognition. We expected no change in these abilities
if the effect of stimulation and training was specific to quantity process-
ing or inhibitory abilities.
The number Stroop task assesses the automatic processing of numbers
and inhibitory processes using experimental stimuli that contain congru-
ent and incongruent information (Henik and Tzelgov, 1982). In two
separate tasks, participants viewed a total of 336 pairs of one to nine
Arabic numbers (168 per task) that could vary in magnitude (e.g., 3 vs 2)
or physical size (e.g., 3 vs 2). Therefore, there were three types of stimuli
(each presented in 36 trials per each task): (1) a congruent stimulus
corresponded to a pair of digits in which a given digit was larger in both
the relevant and the irrelevant dimensions; (2) a neutral stimulus was a
pair of digits that differed only on the relevant dimension (magnitude or
physical size); and (3) an incongruent stimulus consisted of a pair of
digits in which one of the digits was at the same time larger in one
dimension (e.g., magnitude) and smaller in the other (e.g., physical size).
Participants were required to indicate with a key press the larger num-
ber in either magnitude or physical size (in different blocks). After a 500
ms fixation cross, the number stimuli were presented until the partici-
pant made an answer or for a maximum of 4000 ms. After this, the next
fixation cross appeared, and the following trial started immediately. For
each task (magnitude or physical size), accuracy and response times
(RTs) were recorded.
Aging participants were also tested with an additional Stroop task, the
word Stroop (Stroop, 1935). This required either to read as quickly as
possible a word ignoring the color of the ink it is printed in (for instance
“RED” whether printed in the color red, blue, or gray for a neutral con-
dition) or to name the color in which the word stimuli are printed,
ignoring their meaning (for instance, to name the color red whether
displayed on the word “RED,” “BLUE,” or “XXX” for a neutral condi-
tion). There were 60 trials for each task (word or color). Stimuli were the
word RED, BLUE, or XXX (the latter for the color Stroop only). These
could appear in the color red, blue, or gray (color Stroop only), therefore
resulting in a congruent, incongruent, or neutral condition (20 trials for
each type and each task), depending on whether, for example, the color
red appeared on the word RED, on the word BLUE, or on the string XXX.
In each trial, participants saw a centrally presented 500 ms fixation
cross, followed by a word stimulus displayed until the participant made
an answer or for a maximum of 4000 ms. After this, the following trial
started immediately. Participants were asked to decide as quickly as pos-
sible with a key press whether the stimulus was the word RED or BLUE
regardless of the color (in the word task) or whether it was displayed in
red or blue font regardless of the meaning of the word (color task). The
two tasks were presented separately, and the order of the tasks was coun-
terbalanced across participants. For each task (word or color), accuracy
and RTs were calculated for the three conditions (neutral, congruent,
and incongruent).
In the ANT (Fan et al., 2002), a cuing task and a flanker task were
combined such that participants responded to cued or uncued central
targets while ignoring flanking distractors. A total of 288 trials were pre-
sented in three consecutive blocks of 96 trials each. The stimuli consisted
of a target arrow flanked by two arrows on either side, which could
appear in the same direction as the target arrow (congruent condition,
e.g.,44444) or in the opposite direction (incongruent condition,
e.g.,44¡44). Each arrow was presented at 0.55° of visual angle and
separated from the adjacent arrows by 0.06° of visual angle; the stimuli
(the central arrow and the four flankers) consisted of 3.08° of total visual
angle. Participants were instructed to attend to the middle arrow and to
decide whether it was pointing to the left or to the right. A trial consisted
of the following events: a central fixation cross was first presented for a
random duration between 400 and 1600 ms, followed by either a 100 ms
warning asterisk cue in the cued trials or by a longer fixation in the uncued
trials, and then followed by a second 400 ms fixation period, after which the
target and the flankers appeared simultaneously and centrally at 1.06° of
visual angle either above or below the fixation point. The cue could appear
centrally, hence corresponding to a spatially neutral condition, or it could
precede the target and flankers in the same position (the cue was always
valid), i.e., at 1.06° of visual angle above or below the fixation point, which
corresponded to a spatially orienting condition. The target and flankers re-
mained on the screen until the participant responded or for a maximum of
1700 ms. After a response was made, the next trial began immediately. Par-
ticipants had to press as quickly as possible a left-hand key if the central arrow
pointed left and a right-hand key if it pointed right. The task allows measur-
ing three indexes of performance based on how RTs of correct answers are
influenced by alerting cues, spatial cues, and flankers: (1) alertness (cued vs
uncued trials); (2) orienting (central cue vs spatial cue); and (3) conflict
(congruent vs incongruent trials averaged across cued and uncued and cen-
tral vs spatial cue).
In the Navon task, participants were presented with a 1.5 s centrally
presented white fixation point, followed by a 200 ms black background
and by a 500 ms visual stimulus centered at fixation. Following previous
studies (Mevorach et al., 2006; Romei et al., 2011) stimuli consisted of the
orthogonal combination of the letters “H,” “S,” or “D” at the global level
(height, 8.26°; width, 5.38°), and multiple red and white alternating H, S,
or D letters at the local level (height, 1.34°; width, 1.06°). At the global and
local levels, letter stimuli could be either congruent (a big letter H made
of small H letters) or incongruent (a big letter H made of small S letters;
160 trials per each stimulus). Participants were instructed to indicate
with a key press whether the target letter H was or not present at either the
local or global level in two different blocks each made of five shorter
sub-blocks. Speed and accuracy were both stressed in the instructions.
Finally, we tested symbolic arithmetical abilities following the pro-
posal that they may be linked to number acuity (Halberda et al., 2008; but
see Butterworth, 2010). However, we predicted no significant training-
related changes in arithmetic performance because it is based on addi-
tional cognitive resources, such as memory and executive abilities, which
were not trained. Participants verified the result of arithmetical problems
based on single-digit operands presented in two equivalent series of 54
single-digit addition, subtraction, and multiplication problems in sepa-
rate short blocks of 18 trials each, with one series presented at pretraining
and one at posttraining to avoid effects simply deriving from practice
with the task. Each problem was displayed with two one- or two-digit
answers, one of which was correct while the other was one, two or three
units apart from the correct answer (3 4 12 or 15?).
Tasks at pretraining and posttraining were administered in pseudo-
random order to participants in all age groups and stimulation groups
such that tasks with longer blocks (time, space, numerosity discrimina-
tion, and ANT) were interleaved with tasks with shorter blocks (arithme-
tic, Navon, and Stroop). Randomly selected tasks with short and longer
blocks were administered in alternation to avoid overloading partici-
pants and to ensure that any training or age-related effects are not instead
attributable to task order.
Data analyses
Following previous studies (Halberda et al., 2008, 2012; Cappelletti et al.,
2013, 2014), for each participant, response distributions in the numerosity
discrimination task were used to estimate the precision of the underlying
numerical representation, expressed as wf (Halberda et al., 2008). The wf
determines the variation of the SD of the Gaussian random variables in each
numerosity. The difference between the two Gaussian variables (i.e., the
Gaussian of the set with the larger numerosity minus the Gaussian of
the set with the smaller numerosity) returns a new Gaussian random
variable [G(n2 n1)] with meann2n1 and SDwfn12  n22. The larger the
SD of G(n2 n1), the larger is the overlap of the two Gaussian distributions
representing the numerosity of the two sets and in turn the more difficult
it is to discriminate between them. Therefore, the larger the wf, the worse
the performance in the numerosity discrimination task, and the smaller
the wf, the better the performance. A similar procedure was used to
calculate the wf for the time and space discrimination tasks.
For all the other tasks, we used an index of accuracy (percentage cor-
rect) and/or speed (RTs) of correct answers cleaned for 2 SDs above the
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mean for each task and participant (removing between 0 and 3.4% of the
data in young participants and 4.4% in older participants). The data were
analyzed using ANOVAs and t test with Sidak’s correction for multiple
comparisons, with a p  0.05 considered significant for all statistical
analyses. The data sphericity was tested using the Mauchly’s test when
appropriate. If the sphericity test results were statistically significant, the
data were corrected using Huynh–Feldt correction.
Results
Effect of cognitive training and tRNS on number acuity
At pretraining, numerosity discrimination did not differ across
stimulation groups in younger (F(2,29) 0.02, p 0.98) or older
(F(2,29)  0.7, p  0.49) participants. Training-induced changes
were measured in a repeated-measures ANOVA with the wf val-
ues of training (pre and post) as a within-subjects factor and age
group (young vs older) and stimulation group (parietal tRNS
training, training only, and motor tRNS training) as between-
subjects factors. Across age groups, number acuity improved sig-
nificantly after training (F(1,54)  70.7, p  0.001), with wf
changing from 0.304  0.014 to 0.239  0.011 (mean  SE),
corresponding to19.6% enhancement. This improvement was
similar in the two age groups (no significant three-way interac-
tion between training, age group, and stimulation group, F(2,54)
 0.21, p 	 0.8; wf change: younger, from 0.309  0.016 to
0.236 0.013; older, from 0.299 0.022 to 0.243 0.017) and
did not depend on the participants’ education or mathematical
education (education, b  0.03, SE  0.003, t  0.21, p  0.8;
mathematical education, b  0.013, SE  0.004, t  0.1, p 
0.92).
Training-induced performance in numerosity discrimination
differed depending on the stimulation group (significant interac-
tion between training and stimulation group, F(2,54)  7.3, p 
0.002). Specifically, across age groups, a significant increase in
performance was observed when training was coupled with pari-
etal stimulation [wf from 0.3106  0.026 to 0.2033  0.012
(mean SE), corresponding to 32.5% improvement; t(19) 6.3,
p 0.001] and also after training alone (wf from 0.292 0.022 to
0.251  0.015, corresponding to a 11.8% improvement; t(19) 
3.1, p 0.005) and training coupled with motor tRNS (wf from
0.3103  0.026 to 0.2644  0.025, corresponding to 14.5% im-
provement; t(19)  5.8, p  0.001; Fig. 2A,C). However, across
age groups, training coupled with parietal stimulation resulted in
a significantly larger improvement compared with training only
(t(38)  3.4 p  0.002) and with training coupled with motor
stimulation (t(38) 3.6, p 0.001); improvements after training
only and training  motor stimulation did not differ (t(38) 
0.37, p 0.7). No other effects reached significance.
Next, we examined to what extent pretraining performance
influenced training-induced changes because, in each age group
and across stimulation groups, initial performance in numerosity
discrimination correlated with posttraining change (younger,
r 0.6, p 0.001; older, r 0.65, p 0.001). Separate univariate
ANOVAs were run in each age group with wf of the difference
between pretraining and posttraining performance as the depen-
dent variable, the stimulation group as the fixed factor, and thewf
of pretraining performance as the covariate. In aging partici-
pants, there was a significant difference between stimulation
groups (F(2,26) 9.1, p 0.001), indicating that, even after taking
into account initial performance, improvement in number acuity
was significantly higher after parietal tRNS training compared
with training only and motor tRNS  training (Helmert con-
trasts, t(1)  0.63, p  0.001) and with no difference between
training only and motor tRNS training (t(1) 0.08, p 0.6).
Figure2. Effects of numerosity training. Performance in the three stimulation groups expressed asWeber Fraction (WF) in the numerosity discrimination task at pretraining, posttraining, during
each of the training days (2 to 6), and at 16 weeks follow-up in older (A) and younger (C) participants and specific for congruent and incongruent numerosity trials in the two age groups (B and D,
respectively). Bars are SEs, and asterisks indicate significant differences in performance ( p 0.001).
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Likewise, in younger participants, a significant difference be-
tween stimulation groups emerged (F(2,26) 5.8, p 0.01), such
that, even after taking into account pretraining performance, im-
provement in number acuity was significantly higher after pari-
etal tRNS  training compared with training only and motor
tRNS training (Helmert contrasts, t(1) 0.62, p 0.002) and
with no difference between training only and motor tRNS 
training (t(1) 0.01, p 0.9).
We also examined whether the effect of training and stimula-
tion was long lasting by comparing participants’ performance in
numerosity discrimination (indexed by wf) at immediate post-
training and 16 weeks after training in each age group (younger
and aging) and each stimulation group that was tested long term
(parietal tRNS  training and training only). In aging partici-
pants, performance in the numerosity discrimination task in the
parietal tRNS  training group remained unchanged 16 weeks
after training (no difference with immediate posttraining, t(9)
1.1, p  0.3), and it differed significantly from pretraining per-
formance (t(9) 5.8, p 0.001). In contrast, in the training-only
group, posttraining changes in number acuity declined over time,
such that number acuity at pretraining and at 16 weeks after
training did not differ significantly (t(9) 0.8, p 0.44; Fig. 2A).
In younger participants, posttraining improvement in the nu-
merosity discrimination task in the parietal tRNS  training
group remained stable up to 16 weeks after training (no differ-
ence with immediate posttraining, t(9) 0.3, p 0.8), and it still
differed from initial performance (t(9)  3.4, p  0.01). In con-
trast, in the training-only group, posttraining improvement in
number acuity declined over time such that performance at pre-
training did not differ significantly from performance at 16 weeks
after training (t(9) 1.5, p 0.2; Fig. 2C).
These results suggest that, in both age groups, the improve-
ment in number acuity we observed after training was main-
tained long term only when training was combined with parietal
stimulation.
Effect of cognitive training and tRNS on learning cue
integration versus inhibition
At pretraining, congruent and incongruent numerosity trials did
not differ in the two age groups (congruent, t(58) 1.1, p 0.2;
incongruent, t(58) 1.5, p 0.1). However, some of the elderly
participants (n  6 of 30, n  2 in each stimulation group)
performed exceptionally well in the incongruent numerosity tri-
als (1 SD higher than younger participants). Disregarding these
elderly participants, there was a significant difference in the in-
congruent but not the congruent numerosity trials in the two age
groups (t(52) 2.3, p 0.02 and t(52) 1.0, p 0.3, respectively),
similar to previous results (Cappelletti et al., 2014).
To test for any differences in wf between numerosity trials
requiring cue-integration versus inhibitory abilities, we ran a
repeated-measures ANOVA including all participants, with
training (pre and post) and trial type (wf of congruent and incon-
gruent numerosity trials) as within-subjects factors and age
group (older and younger) and stimulation group (parietal tRNS
 training, training only, and motor tRNS  training) as
between-subjects factors. This showed a significant main effect of
training (F(1,54) 88.03, p 0.001) and trial type (F(1,54) 57.5,
p  0.001); there were also significant interactions between:
training and stimulation group (F(2,54) 10.26, p 0.001); train-
ing, trial type, and stimulation group (F(1,54)  8.9, p  0.004);
and training, trial type, stimulation group, and age group (F(2,54)
 3.4, p  0.042). To better understand this four-way interac-
tion, the effects of training and trial type were analyzed in each
age group separately.
Aging participants
In aging participants, an ANOVA with the same factors as above
showed a significant effect of training (F(1,27) 29.03, p 0.001),
because performance in this age group overall increased by
17% (wf from 0.299 0.022 at pretraining to 0.243 0.017 at
posttraining, mean SE).
Trial type was also significant (F(1,27)  15.2, p  0.001) be-
cause posttraining wf was higher for incongruent than congruent
numerosity trials (wf of 0.29 vs 0.243). The interaction between
training and stimulation group was significant (F(2,27)  4.33,
p 0.02). Performance in numerosity discrimination increased
significantly in the parietal tRNS  training group (31.5% in-
crease, wf from 0.311 0.022 at pretraining to 0.208 0.009 at
posttraining, mean  SE; t(9)  4.6, p  0.001) and the motor
tRNS training group (13.2% increase,wf from 0.313 0.026 at
pretraining to 0.271 0.017 at posttraining; t(9) 2.8, p 0.02)
but not in the training-only group (8.8% increase, wf from
0.279 0.019 at pretraining to 0.25 0.018 at posttraining; t(9)
 1.7, p 0.1).
The three-way interaction between training, trial type, and
stimulation group was significant (F(2,27) 3.9, p 0.03). In the
parietal tRNS  training group, performance improved signifi-
cantly depending on trial type (F(1,9) 20.5, p 0.001). Specif-
ically, in this group, number acuity improved in both the
congruent numerosity trials (19.5% increase, wf from 0.256 
0.022 at pretraining to 0.202 0.012 at posttraining, mean SE;
t(9) 3.1, p 0.01) and the incongruent trials (40.1% increase,
wf from 0.337  0.018 at pretraining to 0.199  0.009 at post-
training; t(9)  11.3, p  0.001), with a significant difference in
improvement between the two trial types (t(9) 4.5, p 0.001).
This interaction was not present in the motor tRNS  training
group (F(1,9) 1.1, p 0.3) because performance increased but
not significantly in the congruent numerosity trials (t(9)  0.5,
p 0.6) and in the incongruent trials (t(9) 1.8, p 0.1). Like-
wise, in the training-only group, number acuity did not change
significantly as a function of trial type (F(1,9)  0.4, p  0.5);
again, there was an increase, but not a significant one in perform-
ing both the congruent (t(9) 2.0, p 0.5) and incongruent (t(9)
 1.2, p 0.3) numerosity trials (Fig. 2B).
Additional analyses examined whether any of the significant
changes observed for congruent and incongruent numerosity tri-
als were maintained over time. In the parietal tRNS  training
group, 16-week posttraining changes in congruent trials re-
mained unchanged from posttraining performance (t(9)  0.87,
p  0.4) and differed significantly from pretraining (t(9)  3.1,
p  0.02). Likewise, changes in incongruent trials at 16 weeks
after training were still maintained relative to before training (t(9)
 4.0, p 0.003), although performance in these trials changed
significantly from immediate post-training (t(9) 2.8, p 0.02).
In the training-only group, 16-week posttraining changes in con-
gruent trials were not significantly different from pretraining per-
formance (t(9)  0.5, p  0.6), and likewise changes in
incongruent trials at 16 weeks after training also did not differ
relative to immediately after training (t(9)  0.1, p  0.9). Note
that for both trials, performance at 16 weeks after training did not
differ from immediate post-training (congruent, t(9)  1.5, p 
0.2; incongruent, t(9) 0.6, p 0.6), but rather than reflecting
a stable improvement, this indicates that training-related en-
hancement was only modest and with no subsequent change
(Fig. 2B).
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Younger participants
In younger participants, an ANOVA with the same factors as in
the analysis of the aging group showed a significant effect of
training (F(1,27)  73.6, p  0.001) because performance in this
group overall increased by 22% (wf from 0.309  0.016 at
pretraining to 0.236  0.013 at posttraining, mean  SE). Trial
type was also significant (F(1,27) 50.2, p 0.001) because post-
training wf was higher for incongruent than congruent numeros-
ity trials (wf of 0.2857 vs 0.2348). The interaction between
training and stimulation group was significant (F(2,27) 6.7, p
0.004). The improvement in performance was higher in the pa-
rietal tRNS  training group (33.6% increase, wf from 0.310 
0.02 at pretraining to 0.198 0.01 at posttraining; t(9) 7.4, p
0.001) compared with the motor tRNS training group (19.3%
increase, wf from 0.313  0.03 at pretraining to 0.257  0.03 at
posttraining; t(9)  4.1, p  0.003) and with the training only
group (14.8% increase, wf from 0.305  0.024 at pretraining to
0.252  0.013 at posttraining; t(9)  2.5, p  0.03; Fig. 2C).
Improvement after training alone or training coupled with motor
stimulation did not differ (t(18) 0.6, p 0.5).
The interaction of training and trial type was significant
(F(2,27)  4.0, p  0.05); this is because, across stimulation
groups, training improved performance in the congruent numer-
osity trials (26.8% increase, wf from 0.273 0.008 at pretraining
to 0.199  0.008 at posttraining; t(29)  6.9, p  0.001) and the
incongruent trials (15.7% increase, wf from 0.3232  0.011 at
pretraining to 0.272  0.008 at posttraining; t(29)  5.2, p 
0.001), with a significant difference between these trial types (t(29)
 2.0, p  0.05). Improvement in the two types of trial did not
differ between the stimulation groups (no significant three-way
interaction between training, trial type, and stimulation group,
F(2,27) 0.9, p 0.4; Fig. 2D).
Additional analyses examined whether any of the changes ob-
served for congruent and incongruent numerosity trials were
longstanding. In the parietal tRNS  training group, improve-
ment in congruent trials at 16 weeks after training remained un-
changed from immediately after training performance (t(9) 1.6,
p  0.1) and differed significantly from before training (t(9) 
5.4, p  0.001). Likewise, changes in incongruent trials at 16
weeks after training were stable relative to immediate posttrain-
ing performance (t(9)  0.3, p  0.8), and long-term perfor-
mance was also maintained compared with pretraining (t(9) 
3.1, p 0.02). In the training-only group, 16-week posttraining
changes in congruent trials were not significantly different from
pretraining performance (t(9)  1.1, p  0.3), and likewise
changes in incongruent trials at 16 weeks after training did not
differ relative to before training (t(9) 1.5, p 0.2). Note that, for
both trials, performance at 16 weeks after training did not differ
from immediately after training (congruent, t(9)  2.1, p  0.7;
incongruent, t(9)  0.2, p  0.9), but rather than reflecting a
stable improvement, this indicates that there was little enhance-
ment after training with no additional change (Fig. 2D).
Overall, these analyses highlight two main results. Regardless
of age, the largest improvement in number acuity was achieved by
simultaneously combining cognitive training with parietal stim-
ulation. Despite no age-related quantitative differences in learn-
ing, improvement in the two age groups differed in the content of
learning: older participants’ improved performance was driven
by a significantly larger enhancement in numerosity trials requir-
ing inhibitory abilities relative to cue integration, especially after
parietal stimulation coupled with training. In contrast, younger
participants improved significantly more in cue integration
rather than in inhibitory abilities. Moreover, in both age groups,
training associated with parietal stimulation resulted in the most
robust long-term changes in both congruent and incongruent
trials relative to training only.
Transfer of trained abilities to other cognitive abilities
Continuous quantity processing (space and time discrimination)
We showed previously that in young participants improvements
in number acuity after parietal stimulation and number training
transferred onto other untrained but related abilities, specifically
continuous quantity processing such as time and space (Cappel-
letti et al., 2013). Here we tested the new hypothesis that changes
in cue integration and inhibitory abilities may differentially affect
continuous quantity processing. We reasoned that improve-
ments in cue integration may correspond to improvements in
time and space discrimination because both numerosity and
space/time discrimination require quantity manipulation likely
to rely on parietal regions (Walsh, 2003; Bueti and Walsh, 2009;
Cantlon et al., 2009; Cantlon, 2012). In contrast, improvements
in inhibitory abilities may reflect enhanced suppression of task-
irrelevant information in the form of continuous quantity, for
instance, in terms of the cumulative area covered by the larger dot
stimuli. Inhibiting continuous quantity information may be det-
rimental for time and space discrimination whose processing is
based on the ability to differentiate between two continuous
quantity stimuli.
Time and space discrimination did not differ across stimula-
tion groups at pretraining (younger, F(2,29)  0.1, p  0.9 and
F(2,29) 0.41, p 0.7; older, F(2,29) 0.23, p 0.97 and F(2,29)
0.16, p  0.85, for space and time, respectively). Training-
induced changes in time and space processing were tested in
separate repeated-measures ANOVAs with the wf values of train-
ing (before and after) for each task as a within-subjects factor and
age group (younger and older) and stimulation group (parietal
tRNS  training, training only, and motor tRNS  training) as
between-subjects factors.
These analyses showed that performance in space discrimina-
tion changed significantly from pretraining depending on age
(significant interaction of training and age group, F(1,54)  3.8,
p  0.05) and in opposite directions: in younger participants,
space discrimination improved (9.8% increase; pretraining vs
posttraining wf, F(2,29) 4.3, p 0.001), whereas in older partic-
ipants, it decreased (7.9% decrease; pretraining vs posttraining
wf, F(2,29)1.5, p 0.05; Fig. 3A).
As well as on age group, changes in space discrimination de-
pended on the type of stimulation received (significant interac-
tion of training, age group, and stimulation group, F(2,54) 3.9,
p  0.03). Additional separate analyses for each age group and
with the same factors as in the previous analysis indicated that in
younger participants performance was modulated by the type of
training received (significant interaction between training and
stimulation group, F(2,27)  3.3, p  0.05). Specifically, perfor-
mance in space discrimination improved significantly after pari-
etal tRNS training (18% increase; t(9) 5.6, p 0.001) but not
training only (t(9) 0.9, p 0.3) or motor tRNS training (t(9)
3.4, p 0.7).
Similarly, in the older group, performance in space discrimi-
nation changed depending on the type of stimulation received
(interaction between training and stimulation group, F(2,27) 
3.0, p  0.06), and specifically it decreased significantly after
parietal tRNS training (26% decrease; t(9) 2.2, p 0.05) but
not in the training-only (t(9)0.7, p 0.5) or motor tRNS
training (t(9) 0.4, p 0.7) groups (Fig. 3A). Additional analyses
tested whether any of the significant changes found for space
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discrimination in the parietal tRNS  training group were long
term. Performance at 16 weeks after training changed from im-
mediately after training but was still lower (i.e., higher wf) than
before training, although not significantly (t(9) 1.1, p 0.3 and
t(9)  0.3, p  0.8, respectively). This suggested that, with time,
space discrimination tended to return to the initial level of per-
formance, although it was not the same as at pretraining.
Equivalent analyses on time discrimination showed that per-
formance in this task also changed significantly from pretraining
depending on age (significant interaction of training and age
group, F(1,54) 17.6, p 0.001) and again in opposite directions:
in younger participants, time discrimination improved (12.4%
increase; pretraining vs posttraining wf, F(2,29)  2.8, p  0.05),
whereas in older participants, it decreased but not significantly
(6.1% decrease; pretraining vs posttraining wf, F(2,29) 1.9, p
0.1). An additional analysis was performed in the younger group
with the wf values of performance in time discrimination (before
and after training) as within-subjects factors and stimulation
group (parietal tRNS training, training only, and motor tRNS
 training) as between-subjects factor. This showed a significant
main effect of training (F(1,27) 11.7, p 0.002) and a significant
interaction of training and stimulation group (F(2,27) 3.4, p
0.05). This interaction reflected improved performance that was
only significant in the parietal tRNS  training group (23% in-
crease; t(9) 5.2, p 0.001) but not in the training-only (t(9)
0.3, p  0.7) or motor tRNS  training (t(9)  2.0, p  0.09)
groups (Fig. 3A).
Regardless of the stimulation group, training-related changes
in space discrimination were significantly higher than changes in
time discrimination in aging participants (wf difference between
pretraining and posttraining, t(29)  12.9 p  0.001) but not in
younger participants (wf difference between pretraining and
posttraining, t(29) 1.2 p 0.2).
Overall, these results suggest that, in the two age groups, per-
formance in space discrimination was modulated by number
training coupled with stimulation but in opposite ways: an in-
crease in performance was found in younger participants who
received training and parietal Stimulation, but a decrease in per-
Figure 3. Transfer of learning to untrained tasks. Performance of older and younger participants in the three stimulation groups expressed as percentage change from pretraining accuracy (wf
or correct answers) and response times (RTs). A, Continuous quantity (time and space discrimination). B, Inhibitory abilities. C, Attention, visual pattern recognition, and arithmetic. Changes in
inhibitory abilities focus on performance in incongruent trials in three tasks used [Stroop (averaged across number, physical, word, and color), ANT, and Navon]. Attention index combines cued and
uncued, spatially and centrally oriented trials; visual pattern recognition merges performance in global and local-feature stimuli; arithmetic reflects average performance across the three types of
problems used (addition, subtraction, andmultiplication). Bars are SEs, and asterisks indicate significant differences in performance relative to pretraining ( p 0.05 or p 0.001). Note that, for
convenience of comparison with accuracy, the data on RTs have been sign inverted (i.e., negative values transformed to positive and vice versa), so that higher values correspond on the graph to
better, rather than poorer, performance.
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formance emerged in older participants who underwent the same
type of training. A similar but not significant trend to negative
transfer was observed in aging participants’ time discrimination.
The exact reasons for this lack of significance are difficult to es-
tablish with the current data; one possibility to be further ex-
plored could be that in the case of time processing the inhibition
of continuous quantity induced by the training was attenuated by
other cognitive processes, such as attention or memory that are
needed particularly in time discrimination (Walsh, 2003).
Inhibitory abilities
These were measured in three tasks: (1) Stroop (word/color and
physical/number); (2) a component of the ANT; and (3) the
Navon task. The specific analyses for each of these tasks are re-
ported below.
Stroop tasks. At pretraining, performance across stimulation
groups did not differ in the two age groups in any of the Stroop
tasks (younger, all p values 	0.9; older: all p values 	0.8). For
each age group, separate ANOVAs were run for each Stroop task
(word, color, number, and physical), with training (pre and post)
and RT or accuracy (in independent analyses) of the different
Stroop trials (congruent, neutral, and incongruent) as within-
subjects factors and stimulation group (parietal tRNS training,
training only, and motor tRNS  training) as between-subjects
factor.
In the younger group, accuracy did not change significantly in
any of the Stroop tasks after training and regardless of stimula-
tion group (all p values	0.9). A similar analysis on RTs revealed
a main effect of stimulus (RTs averaged across pretraining and
posttraining: 431 ms for incongruent, 406 ms for neutral, 377 ms
for congruent, F(2,54) 129.49, p 0.001) in the number Stroop,
as well as a main effect of stimulus (RTs averaged across pretrain-
ing and posttraining: 356 ms for incongruent, 353 ms for neutral,
331 ms for congruent, F(2,54) 45.1, p 0.01) and training (RTs
averaged across stimulus: 358 ms for pretraining, 336 ms for
posttraining, F(1,27) 2.8, p 0.03) in the physical Stroop. Like-
wise, in the aging group, accuracy did not change significantly as
a function of training or stimulation group (all p values	0.7). An
analysis of RTs showed a main effect of stimulus (RTs averaged
across pretraining and posttraining: 790 ms for incongruent, 733
ms for neutral, 684 ms for congruent, F(2,54)  81.9, p  0.001)
and training (RTs averaged across stimulus: 763 ms for pretrain-
ing, 709 ms for posttraining, F(1,27) 5.3, p 0.03) in the num-
ber Stroop and a main effect of stimulus (RTs: 641 ms for
incongruent, 592 ms for neutral, 575 ms for congruent, F(2,54)
100.9, p  0.001) in the physical Stroop. Similar analyses were
performed for the color and word Stroop tasks in the aging par-
ticipants only; these revealed a main effect of stimulus (RTs av-
eraged across pretraining and posttraining: 663 ms for
incongruent, 586 ms for neutral, 587 ms for congruent, F(2,54)
41.7, p 0.001) in the color Stroop and a main effect of stimulus
(RTs averaged across pretraining and posttraining: 606 ms for
incongruent, 594 ms for neutral, 577 ms for congruent, F(2,54)
6.2, p  0.004) and training (RTs averaged across stimulus: 608
ms for pretraining, 577 ms for posttraining, F(1,27)  4.4, p 
0.05) in the word Stroop. None of the other factors or their inter-
action reached significance (all p values	0.7).
Because one of our hypotheses was of possible training-
induced changes in inhibitory abilities in aging participants, we
performed a second set of analyses that focused specifically on
participants’ performance in the incongruent trials of each
Stroop task, because these trials most strongly reflect possible
changes in inhibitory abilities. Separate analyses based on accu-
racy or RTs of pretraining and posttraining as within-subjects
factor and stimulation group (parietal tRNS training, training
only, and motor tRNS  training) as between-subjects factor
were run. These analyses revealed no training-induced change in
accuracy in any of the Stroop tasks (all p values	0.5). An equiv-
alent analysis based on RTs showed a significant group-
unspecific training-induced change in the number Stroop (RTs:
810 ms for pretraining, 771 ms for posttraining, F(1,27) 5.1, p
0.03) and in the word Stroop tasks (RTs: 627 ms for pretraining,
590 ms for posttraining,F(1,27) 4.0, p 0.05). None of the other
factors or their interaction reached significance (all p values	0.8;
Fig. 3B). Lack of significant training-induced changes in the
Stroop may be because this task is based on several abilities, for
instance requiring perceptual interference and task maintenance
demands besides inhibition (Buitenweg et al., 2012), which were
not trained.
ANT paradigm: conflict component. Possible training-induced
changes in inhibitory abilities were tested within each age group
in terms of the conflict component of the ANT (Fan et al., 2002).
Separate ANOVAs based on accuracy or RTs with stimulus type
(congruent and incongruent) and training (pretraining vs post-
training) as within-subjects factors and stimulation group (pari-
etal tRNS training, training only, and motor tRNS training)
as between-subjects factor were run. In older participants, this
analysis showed no significant change in accuracy after training
and regardless of the stimulation group (all p values	0.8). How-
ever, the same analysis based on RTs indicated a significant main
effect of training (F(1,27)  18.1, p  0.001), trial type (F(1,27) 
93.1, p  0.001), and the interaction of training and stimulus
(F(1,27)  6.0, p  0.02) and a marginal one between training,
stimulus type, and stimulation group (F(2,27) 2.7, p 0.08). To
better understand this three-way interaction, additional separate
ANOVAs for each stimulus type and the same factors as above
were run. These indicated that performance in congruent trials
changed significantly after training (F(1,27)  7.3, p  0.01) but
regardless of stimulation group (no significant interaction with
stimulus, F(2,27) 0.8, p 0.4). Likewise, performance in incon-
gruent trials changed after training (F(1,27)  15.1, p  0.001),
but, in contrast to congruent trials, the change marginally de-
pended on the stimulation group (interaction with stimulus,
F(2,27) 2.8, p 0.07). Additional post hoc analyses of the incon-
gruent trials only showed that the posttraining improvement
(i.e., faster RTs) was larger in participants who received parietal
stimulation and training (pretraining, 804 ms; posttraining, 740
ms) relative to those that received just training (t(18)  2.6, p 
0.02) or training associated with motor stimulation (t(18)  2.1,
p 0.05; Fig. 3B).
The equivalent analyses in younger participants showed no
significant change in accuracy after training and regardless of the
stimulation group (all p values 	0.9), whereas the analysis on
RTs indicated a significant effect of training (F(1,27)  3.6, p 
0.05); this is because RTs were faster after training regardless of
stimulus (pretraining, 550 ms; posttraining, 526 ms), a change
that might be attributable to practice with the task. There was also
a main effect of stimulus (F(1,27)  76.1, p  0.001) because
responses were faster for congruent than incongruent trials re-
gardless of training (congruent, 505 ms; incongruent, 582 ms).
Navon paradigm: conflict component. Changes in inhibitory
abilities in aging participants were also examined with the Navon
paradigm (Navon, 1977; Romei et al., 2011). Separate analyses
were performed on accuracy and RTs, with training (pretraining
vs posttraining) and stimulus (congruent vs incongruent) as
within-subjects factors and stimulation group (parietal tRNS 
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training, training only, and motor tRNS training) as between-
subjects factor. Accuracy did not change significantly after train-
ing and regardless of the stimulation group (all p values	0.1). A
similar analysis on RTs showed a main effect of training (F(1,27)
6.8, p  0.02), reflecting a general training-induced change in
speed across stimuli (RTs: pretraining, 574 ms; posttraining, 553
ms) and of stimuli (F(1,27) 80.8, p 0.001) because congruent
trials were overall faster than incongruent ones (RTs, 544 vs 582
ms). There was also a significant interaction between stimuli and
stimulation group (F(2,27)  3.2, p  0.05) and a marginal one
between training, stimulus, and stimulation group (F(2,27) 2.9,
p 0.07). No other effects reached significance.
To further understand the three-way interaction, additional
separate analyses for each stimulus type (congruent and incon-
gruent) were performed with the same factors as before. Perfor-
mance in congruent trials improved after training (RTs: 554 ms
for pretraining, 535 ms for posttraining, F(1,27)  5.8, p  0.02)
and regardless of the stimulation group (no significant interac-
tion between stimulus and group,F(2,27) 2.2, p 0.1). Likewise,
there was a training-related improvement in performing incon-
gruent trials (RTs: 593 ms for pretraining, 571 ms for posttrain-
ing, F(1,27)  7.1, p  0.02) that depended on the stimulation
group (significant interaction between stimulus and group,
F(2,27)  3.9, p  0.03), because participants who received pari-
etal stimulation and training were faster than those who received
either just training (t(18) 4.0, p 0.001) or training associated
with motor stimulation (t(18) 2.8, p 0.01; Fig. 3B).
Additional analyses explored whether any of the significant
training-induced changes in inhibitory abilities in aging partici-
pants of the parietal tRNS  training group were longstanding.
Improvement in the incongruent trials of the ANT at 16 weeks
after training did not significantly differ from either immediate
posttraining (t(9)  0.9, p  0.4) or pretraining (t(9)  0.3, p 
0.9) performance. Likewise, changes in the incongruent trials in
the Navon task at 16 weeks after training showed no difference
relative to both immediately after training (t(9)1.1, p	 0.3)
and before training (t(9)0.9, p	 0.4). These results suggest
that long-term performance in inhibitory abilities was better than
at pretraining but not as proficient as at immediate posttraining;
however, because these differences were not significant, the long-
term effects of training and stimulation on untrained abilities still
need additional clarifications.
Attention and visual pattern recognition
Here we tested whether the observed improvement in numer-
osity discrimination may reflect improvement in other non-
quantity and non-inhibitory abilities, such as attention and
recognition of visual patterns, which did not differ across
stimulation groups and within each age group at pretraining
(all p values 	0.1).
A possible effect of training was examined for the alerting and
orienting components of the attention network (Fan et al., 2002)
in separate analyses for each age group. Specifically, for “alert-
ing,” an ANOVA based on RTs with stimulus type (cued and
uncued) and training (pre vs post) as within-subjects factors
and stimulation group (parietal tRNS  training, training only,
and motor tRNS training) as between-subjects factor was run.
In older participants, this analysis showed a main effect of train-
ing (F(1,27)  6.1, p  0.02) because, regardless of the stimulus,
RTs were faster after training (from 751 to 705 ms); stimulus type
was also significant (F(1,27)  100.2, p  0.001), because cued
trials were responded to faster than uncued ones regardless of
training (710 vs 745 ms). No other effects or their interactions
reached significance (all p values 	0.9). The same analysis per-
formed on younger participants showed only a main effect of
stimulus (F(1,27)  152.2, p  0.001), because cued trials were
responded to faster than uncued ones regardless of training (501
vs 547 ms). No other effects or their interactions reached signif-
icance (all p values	0.8).
A similar analysis was performed for “orienting” based on RTs
of centrally and spatially oriented trials and the other factors as
above. In older participants, this analysis showed again a main
effect of training (F(1,27) 6.4, p 0.02) because RTs were faster
after training (from 734 to 688 ms) regardless of the stimulus;
stimulus type was also significant (F(1,27)  80.3, p  0.001),
because spatially oriented trials were responded to faster than
centrally oriented ones regardless of training (682 vs 740 ms). No
other effects or their interactions reached significance (all p val-
ues	0.8). The same analysis performed on younger participants
showed a main effect of training (F(1,27) 6.1, p 0.02) because
RTs were faster after training (from 560 to 549 ms) regardless of
the stimulus; stimulus type was also significant (F(1,27) 100.2, p
 0.001), because spatially oriented trials were responded to
faster than centrally oriented ones regardless of training (543 vs
560 ms). No other effects or their interactions reached signifi-
cance (all p values	0.5; Fig. 3C).
Finally, we examined possible training-related effects in visual
pattern recognition measured by the Navon task (Navon, 1977;
Romei et al., 2011) in older participants and by face processing in
younger ones (Pitcher et al., 2009). In the aging group, separate
ANOVAs were performed with accuracy or RTs of global and
local features and training (pre vs post) as within-subjects factors
and stimulation group (parietal tRNS  training, training only,
and motor tRNS  training) as between-subjects factor. Accu-
racy did not change after training (all p values	0.9), whereas the
analysis of RTs showed a significant main effect of stimulus
(F(1,27) 47.5, p 0.001), because trials with global stimuli were
performed faster than those with local stimuli regardless of train-
ing (520 vs 607 ms). There was also a group-unspecific training-
induced change in speed (F(1,27) 6.8, p 0.02) that depended
on the type of stimulus feature that was processed (significant
interaction between training and stimulus, F(1,27)  3.9, p 
0.05). Specifically, after training and regardless of the stimulation
group (no significant interactions with group, p	 0.5), process-
ing the local features of the stimuli became faster (from 626 to 588
ms, t(29) 3.1, p 0.005). No other effects reached significance.
In younger participants, visual pattern recognition did not
change in accuracy or RT after training (F(1,27)  0.9, p  0.35
and F(1,27)  2.4, p  0.3, respectively) and regardless of the
stimulation group (no significant interaction of training and
group in accuracy or RTs: F(2,27) 1.9, p 0.7 and F(2,27) 2.1,
p 0.25, respectively; Fig. 3C).
Arithmetic processing
Because there are suggestions of a link between number acuity and
proficiency in arithmetic tasks (Halberda et al., 2008; but see Butter-
worth, 2010), we explored whether the observed improvement in
numerosity discrimination transferred to arithmetic abilities. At
pretraining, participants’ arithmetic abilities did not differ across
stimulation groups within each age group (allpvalues	0.3). Within
each age group, separate repeated-measures ANOVAs with training
(pre and post) as within-subjects factor and stimulation group (pa-
rietal tRNS training, training only, and motor tRNS training) as
between-subjects factor were run on accuracy and RTs of correct
responses obtained in the simple arithmetical tasks averaged across
the three types of arithmetical problems. Both accuracy and RTs
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remained unchanged after training (young,F(1,27)1.6,p0.2 and
F(1,27) 2.8, p 0.1; older, F(1,27) 0.9, p 0.3 and F(1,27) 3.3,
p  0.09) and regardless of the stimulation group (no significant
interaction of training and group: young, F(2,27) 0.9, p 0.44 and
F(2,27) 0.6, p 0.4; older, F(2,27) 0.8, p 0.4 and F(2,27) 0.1,
p  0.8; Fig. 3C). One possibility is that lack of training-related
changes in arithmetical tasks may be because this arithmetic is not
strongly related to numerosity discrimination (Butterworth, 2010;
Szu˝cs et al., 2013); alternatively, no additional improvement was
possible because performance in these tasks was already almost at
ceiling in most participants.
These results suggest training-induced changes in performing
some of the untrained cognitive tasks, specifically those measur-
ing inhibitory abilities and visual pattern recognition in aging
participants. Some of these changes were stimulation specific, i.e.,
performance improvement in older participants was higher in
the parietal tRNS  training group relative to the other groups.
These stimulation-specific changes in untrained tasks therefore sug-
gest that at least part of the observed enhancement in numerosity
discrimination may reflect improvements in other nonquantity-
based cognitive abilities.
Discussion
This study investigated the cognitive processes underlying learning
and whether they may change across the age spectrum. We coupled
training with brain stimulation to test whether this may specifically
boost the integration of information within a cognitive task or in-
stead enhance the ability to inhibit task-irrelevant information. Our
results show a substantial improvement (19%) in both older and
younger participants in performing a numerosity discrimination
task after intensive and continuous repetition of the task. Across age
groups, this improvement was significantly larger (32%) and long
lasting when training was coupled with parietal tRNS. The enhance-
ment was much smaller when cognitive training was not associated
with brain stimulation (sham) or when training was coupled with
stimulation to a control region (bilateral motor areas). Moreover, in
younger participants, improvement in numerosity discrimination
corresponded to improvement in continuous quantity discrimina-
tion (time and space) and to decline in space discrimination in aging
participants. In these aging participants, some inhibitory abilities
also improved after training and more strongly in participants who
received training associated with parietal stimulation. These results
point to three main issues: (1) the age-comparable effects of training;
(2) the age-dependent interaction with learning specific abilities (cue
integration or inhibition); and (3) the age-dependent positive and
negative transfer of learning to untrained abilities.
Enhanced performance in the training task did not differ across
our age groups. This finding hints at the lifelong plasticity of the
human brain (Park and Reuter-Lorenz, 2009; Bruno et al., 2012)
despite reduced cognitive resources in the aging brain that may limit
learning (Morrison and Chein, 2011; Shipstead et al., 2012). Some
previous studies observed smaller performance enhancements in ag-
ing compared with younger subjects (Quartarone et al., 2008; Boggio
et al., 2010; McAvinue et al., 2013), although suboptimal experimen-
tal designs were often used, i.e., inappropriate or unspecific mea-
sures to test changes in cognitive abilities, no control group, and very
short or even a single training session (Noack et al., 2009; Shipstead
et al., 2012). Our age-comparable improvements in numerosity dis-
crimination may be explained by the use of intensive training based
on a well specified and established paradigm, in association with
other tasks that controlled for changes of more generalized abilities.
Indeed, previous studies equally based on sufficiently long and ap-
propriately controlled training showed similar training-induced
changes in older and younger participants (Buschkuehl et al., 2008;
Dahlin et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Zimerman et al., 2010, 2013).
However, these studies neither elucidated the possible different
mechanisms underlying learning nor manipulated them with brain
stimulation.
Our age-comparable effects of training may also be explained by
the use of brain stimulation, reflected in larger improvements when
number training was combined with multi-session parietal tRNS.
Brain stimulation, which is known for increasing cortical excitability
(Terney et al., 2008; Fertonani et al., 2011), has often been used in
young or clinical populations to improve behavior and learning
(Hummel et al., 2005; Nitsche et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008; Reis et al.,
2009) but much more rarely in healthy aging people and, in these
cases, in the form of a single-session direct current stimulation
(Brown and Ridderinkhof, 2009; Reis et al., 2009; Boggio et al., 2010;
Zimerman and Hummel, 2010). Instead, here we used multi-session
RNS that alters cortex excitability by means of depolarizing the
membrane resting potential and, crucially, also shortens the typically
slow repolarization of the sodium channels with the repetitive appli-
cation of random stimulation to these channels (Terney et al., 2008;
Fertonani et al., 2011). Therefore, these processes may increase syn-
aptic strength during learning associated with tRNS, which may ex-
plain the slower decay of long-term learning effects we observed in
the trained task. tRNS is also known for enhancing the detection of
weak neuronal signals, i.e., stochastic resonance (Wiesenfeld and
Moss, 1995; Moss et al., 2004; Miniussi et al., 2010), which facilitates
information processing in the brain (Wiesenfeld and Moss, 1995;
Stein et al., 2005; Li et al., 2006). This is because random noise may
make some neurons more sensitive to weak inputs that go in the
same direction as the signal, such that enhanced performance can
emerge as a result of the relation between noise and signal when the
optimal level of noise is achieved (Fertonani et al., 2011). In the
elderly brain, stochastic resonance may be particularly critical for
improving performance because internal noise tends to increase
with age (Welford, 1981; Ba¨ckman et al., 2000), which in turn may
account for impoverished cognitive performance (MacDonald et al.,
2006). Therefore, improved signal detection via stochastic resonance
may explain why applying random noise especially at high frequen-
cies (Terney et al., 2008; Fertonani et al., 2011) enhanced perfor-
mance in our aging participants, particularly when coupled with
cognitive training (Reis et al., 2009).
We observed a significantly higher amelioration of performance
after training and parietal stimulation. Enhancements in perfor-
mance have been reported previously in the context of stimulation to
visual and especially the motor areas (Terney et al., 2008; Fertonani
et al., 2011), with the latter primarily made of giant pyramidal cells.
The parietal areas we stimulated (P3 and P4) broadly correspond to
BA39/BA7 (Cortical Function, TransCranialTechnology, 2012;
www.trans-cranial.com), which are characterized by a noticeable
thinning of the cortex (Caspers et al., 2006) and a relatively hetero-
geneous cytoarchitecture, with granular cells intermingled with
small pyramid cells (von Economo and Koskinas 1925; Caspers et al.,
2006). These features are different from those characterizing the mo-
tor regions, whereby large pyramid cells with large fibers make it easy
to induce changes in polarization (Fertonani et al., 2011). However,
our results of parietal stimulation-induced changes in performance
suggest that tRNS can promote changes in areas with different cyto-
architectures and that a critical issue for successful learning may be
the association of stimulation with the appropriate training (Reis et
al., 2009).
Having established a robust training-induced improvement
in number acuity, we sought to examine whether this improve-
ment reflected an enhancement of cue integration or inhibition.
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Our numerosity discrimination paradigm is particularly appro-
priate to distinguish between these abilities, which correspond to
the combination of distinct quantity-based visual cues (number
of items in a display and cumulative area covered) and to the
inhibition of conflicting stimulus-size cues that are not relevant
for the numerosity task (Hurewitz et al., 2006; Gebuis and Reyn-
voet, 2012; Szu˝cs et al., 2013; Cappelletti et al., 2014). Inhibiting
task-irrelevant information is known for being vulnerable to ag-
ing (May and Hasher, 1998; Kane and Engle, 2003; Hasher et al.,
2007), also in the case of numeracy (Cappelletti et al., 2014).
However, poor performance in trials requiring inhibitory abili-
ties may leave larger scope for improvement, which may explain
why training and stimulation enhanced inhibitory abilities more
strongly in aging than in younger participants. This age-
dependent distinction between the cognitive processes underly-
ing training-induced changes in behavior highlights two main
issues: (1) similar to other cognitive functions, numerosity dis-
crimination also results from successful combination of different
cognitive operations (Geibus et al., 2012; Gilmore et al., 2013;
Szu˝cs et al., 2013); and (2) more broadly–the distinction between
these operations can be critical to plan future training programs.
We observed age-specific transfer effects to untrained but related
continuous quantity abilities: younger participants showed a parallel
training-induced improvement in numerosity, time, and space. In
contrast, aging participants’ improved numerosity discrimination
corresponded to a decline in space processing. We have interpreted
previously young participants’ positive transfer effects as reinforcing
the suggestion of a link between time, space, and number (Walsh,
2003; Bueti and Walsh, 2009; Cantlon et al., 2009; Cappelletti et al.,
2013). This link is also strengthened by the negative transfer we ob-
served in space processing in the aging group. Negative transfer may
be attributable to training-induced competition between excitatory
and inhibitory synaptic changes supporting different adaptive and
maladaptive cognitive processes (Mahncke et al., 2006; Ditye et al.,
2013), a competition that may be more easily resolved in younger
participants. Alternatively, negative transfer may also reflect lack of
flexibility in the use of a strategy, which could be successful for a
cognitive task but unsuccessful for another. For instance, in our ag-
ing participants, learning to suppress task-irrelevant information
about continuous quantity in terms of stimulus size was successful in
numerosity discrimination but detrimental in space discrimination
in which continuous quantity processing is required to perform the
task successfully.
Aging participants showed enhanced performance in other
untrained tasks, especially those probing inhibitory abilities, in
line with the improvement of those abilities in the trained numer-
osity task. Changes in inhibitory abilities were observed after pa-
rietal stimulation, although inhibition is typically more strongly
associated with frontal brain areas (Garavan et al., 1999; Aron et
al., 2004). However, the parietal lobe is part of a network involv-
ing frontal and some subcortical areas engaged in tasks probing
inhibitory abilities (Garavan et al., 1999; Menon et al., 2001; Ste-
vens et al., 2007), which may explain our observed changes in
inhibitory abilities after training and stimulation.
In conclusion, our results emphasize age-related differences in
the cognitive processes underlying learning and highlight the im-
portance of identifying these processes when planning training
programs.
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